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Siemon & Salazar has been designing and producing hand blown glass vessels and lighting
fixtures in Southern California since 1999. The studio’s aesthetic reflects the evolved
craftsmanship of the Muranese tradition coupled with the balance and restraint of the
Scandinavians. Caleb Siemon and Carmen Salazar met while undergraduates at the Rhode
Island School of Design. Caleb focused on glass, Carmen on sculpture. After RISD, Caleb
trained with a renowned master glass blowerin Venice, Italy, while Carmen moved to San
Francisco, where she worked for an environmental land artist, metal and glass sculptors, and
horticulturalists.
After a two-year Murano apprenticeship, Caleb returned to California and built his own
Italian-style studio. He enlisted the help of a group of friends, which included Carmen.
“I thought I was just going there for a month or so,” she says, “but here we are, almost
two decades later.” An ever-changing collection of visiting artists helped shape the studio’s
design and approach. During these early years, Caleb honed his skills in glass while Carmen

LIFORNIA

earned a Masters in Architecture from SCI-Arc.
Today the workshop is more streamlined, but the collaborative mindset persists.
“Glassblowing is a team sport,” says Caleb. “It requires a united effort from multiple people
to create one design.” Every piece is hand formed by the team, and all custom metal
components are fabricated and finished locally.
Caleb and Carmen draw as much inspiration from the medium as they do from the place
where they live and work. “We always start with an idea but remain flexible to allow for
the natural qualities of the material,” says Caleb. “The element of the unknown has always
attracted me to glass, and to California, for that matter,” says Carmen. “There’s a tangible
sense of adventure, as well as beauty, layered within the landscape. We try to embrace that.”

P R O D U C T S

jade barrel
33-68-157
11”T x 9”W

jade bowl
33-98-157
8.5”T x 13”W

C U M U L O

emerald barrel
33-68-169
11”T x 9”W

tango barrel
33-68-152
9”T x 10”W

alabaster barrel
33-68-135
9”T x 10”W

grey barrel
33-68-133
11”T x 9”W

amethyst barrel
33-68-159
11”T x 9”W

aurora barrel
33-68-205
11”T x 9”W

These pieces use dollops of glass over a
central core. The hot bits are blown out
to diffuse the color and create a bulbous
cloudlike shape. The bulbs are arranged
so that each vase will sit in a way unique
to itself. Hand blown and shaped in lead
free crystal. Signed

*all cumulo colors available in bowl
shape. Please use 33-98-(colorcode,
ex.-157) to order

B L O B

B O W L S

Dollops of clear glass are fused to a
central core, which is then shaped by
gravity and practiced hands to create
centerpiece form. No molds are used,
and each shape is unique. Hand blown
and shaped in lead free crystal. Signed.

clear bowl
10-80-48
3.5”T x 13”W

aurora bowl
10-80-205
3.5”T x 13”W

grey bowl
10-80-133
3.5”T x 13”W

lagoon bowl
10-80-231
3.5”T x 13”W

G L A C I E R S

sunset low flat oval
52-22-224
7.5”T x 10”W

love floppy triangle
52-104-228
11”T x 6”W

paradise flat round
52-05-225
8.5”T x 9.5”W

chroma low triangle
52-103-229
8.5”T x 7.5”W

twilight triangle ball
52-105-226
8”T x 7.5”W

sunrise tall triangle
52-102-227
11”T x 5”W

The glacier series is an exploration of
glass and color in pure forms inspired
by frozen ice flows and crisp clear
light. Thick glass and overlapping
transparent colors are used to create
pieces that will color shift depending
on one’s vantage point. No molds are
used, and each shape is unique. Hand
blown and shaped in lead free crystal.
Signed.

jungle low triangle
52-103-238
8.5”T x 7.5”W

steel grey cylinder
18-25-88
9”T x 5.5”W

lime green cylinder
18-25-89
9”T x 5.5”W
copper blue cylinder and bowl
18-25-168 and 18-10-88

H A P P Y

lagoon
bowl
18-10-231
5”T x 8”W

clear
bowl
18-10-48
5”T x 8”W

cerise
bowl
18-10-233
5”T x 8”W

lime green
bowl
18-10-89
5”T x 8”W

champagne
bowl
18-10-232
5”T x 8”W

alabaster
bowl
18-10-135
5”T x 8”W

steel grey
bowl
18-10-88
5”T x 8”W

aurora
bowl
18-10-205
5”T x 8”W

These works are a departure from the
careful shapes of the banded vessels.
They play with the reflective and
maleable qualities of glass. This line
consists of heavy thick-walled vessels,
which are hand manipulated to create
a creased and singularly individual
form for each piece. The vessels are
either blown in solid clear glass or use
the Italian technique of ‘sommerso’ or
encased color. Hand blown and shaped
in lead free crystal. Signed

*all happy colors available in
cylinder vase shape. Please use
18-25-(colorcode, ex.-48) to order

M E T A L S
This group of pieces uses precious
metals combined with wraps of clear
crystal or single colors to create vessels
that are simple and sophisticated.
The smaller gold leaf bud vases are
delicate and perfect for a small cluster
of blooms or as a decorative group.
Silver or 24 carat gold leaf is fused to
the pieces hot. Exposed silver leaf
will patina over time. Hand blown and
shaped in lead free crystal. Signed

gold vertical wrap barrel
05-34-145
6”T x 5.5”W

silver vertical wrap barrel
05-34-146
6”T x 5.5”W

gold chaos wrap barrel
05-34-143
10”T x 9”W

silver chaos wrap barrel
05-34-144
10”T x 9”W

B U B B L E

V A S E S

These works continue the language
of contrast of the lattimo and banded
lines but use a swath of textured
whipped glass. This is then paired with
a selection of soft colors and simple
forms to create a piece of complexity
and depth. Hand blown and shaped in
lead free crystal. Signed.

grey bubble
deep bowl
29-98-133
7”T x 9.5”W

grey bubble
barrel vase
29-34-133
9”T x 6”W

grey bubble
flat round vase
29-05-133
9”T x 9”W

S C U R O

flattened cylinder
vase
07-11-204L
12’’T x 5.5”W

teardrop vase
07-12-204L
14’’T x 7”W

deep bowl
07-98-204L
7’’T x 9.5”W

flat round vase
07-05-204L
10’’T x 10”W

soft cylinder vase
07-73-204L
10.5’’T x 6”W

low bowl
07-08-204L
5”T x 12”W

The scuro series continue the language
of contrast of the lattimo and banded
lines but use a muted palette of grey and
black. Hand blown and shaped in lead
free crystal. Signed

W H I T E / I V O R Y
L A T T I M O
teardrop

flat round

barrel

07-12-19S
11”T x 5”W

07-05-19S
8”T x 8”W

07-34-19S
7”T x 6”W

07-12-19L
13’’T x 7”W

07-05-19L
10’’T x 10”W

07-34-19L
9”T x 8”W

closed bowl

flattened cylinder

low bowl

07-10-19S
4.5”T x 7”W

07-11-19S
8”T x 4.5”W

07-08-19S
5”T x 8”W

07-10-19L
6.5”T x 11”W

07-11-19L
12’’T x 5.5”W

07-08-19L
5”T x 12”W

This grouping is a variation of the
banded line. The name refers to the
Italian technique of lattimo or milk glass.
These pieces focus on their forms rather
than their color. Two opaque swathes of
color are wrapped around a clear glass
bubble. This line is made in a white and
ivory combination in multiple sizes and
an array of refined silhouettes. Hand
blown and shaped in lead free crystal.
Signed

CRANBERRY BANDED

1 0

low bowl
01-08-41M
5’’T x 12”W

01-08-41L
6’’T x 15”W

closed bowl
01-10-41M
01-10-41L
6.5”T x 11”W 7”T x 13”W

soft cylinder
01-73-41M
10.5’’T x 6”W

01-73-41L
12’’T x 7”W

flat round
01-05-41M
10’’T x 10”W

01-05-41L
12’’T x 12”W

teardrop
01-12-41M
13’’T x 7”W

01-12-41L
16’’T x 9”W

barrel
01-34-41M
9’’T x 8”W

01-34-41L
11’’T x 10”W

B A N D E D

These striking pieces draw inspiration
from the rich hues and undulating
topography of Southern California.
Alternating layers of opaque and
transparent colors are applied to clear
glass. Overlaps create opportunities for
new colors to be formed, which adds to
the depth of the pieces. The intense color
is then complimented by the simple, yet
sophisticated, shapes. Hand blown and
shaped in lead free crystal. Signed

STONE BANDED

low bowl
01-08-122M
5’’T x 12”W

01-08-122L
6’’T x 15”W

soft cylinder
01-73-122M
10.5’’T x 6”W

01-73-122L
12’’T x 7”W

closed bowl

low oval

01-10-122M 01-10-122L
6.5”T x 11”W 7”T x 13”W

01-22-122M 01-22-122L
9’’T x 10.5”W 11’’T x 12”W

teardrop
01-12-122M
13’’T x 7”W

01-12-122L
16’’T x 9”W

barrel
01-34-122M
9’’T x 8”W

01-34-122L
11’’T x 10”W

AMETHYST BANDED

low bowl
01-08-52M
5’’T x 12”W

01-08-52L
6’’T x 15”W

soft cylinder
01-73-52M
10.5’’T x 6”W

01-73-52L
12’’T x 7”W

closed bowl

low oval

01-10-52M
01-10-52L
6.5”T x 11”W 7”T x 13”W

01-22-52M
01-22-52L
9’’T x 10.5”W 11’’T x 12”W

teardrop
01-12-52M
13’’T x 7”W

01-12-52L
16’’T x 9”W

barrel
01-34-52M
9’’T x 8”W

01-34-52L
11’’T x 10”W

AQUA BANDED

low bowl
01-08-51M
5’’T x 12”W

01-08-51L
6’’T x 15”W

soft cylinder
01-73-51M
10.5’’T x 6”W

01-73-51L
12’’T x 7”W

closed bowl

low oval

01-10-51M
01-10-51L
6.5”T x 11”W 7”T x 13”W

01-22-51M
01-22-51L
9’’T x 10.5”W 11’’T x 12”W

teardrop
01-12-51M
13’’T x 7”W

01-12-51L
16’’T x 9”W

barrel
01-34-51M
9’’T x 8”W

01-34-51L
11’’T x 10”W

AMBER BANDED

low bowl
01-08-53M
5’’T x 12”W

01-08-53L
6’’T x 15”W

soft cylinder
01-73-53M
10.5’’T x 6”W

01-73-53L
12’’T x 7”W

closed bowl

low oval

01-10-53M
01-10-53L
6.5”T x 11”W 7”T x 13”W

01-22-53M
01-22-53L
9’’T x 10.5”W 11’’T x 12”W

teardrop
01-12-53M
13’’T x 7”W

01-12-53L
16’’T x 9”W

barrel
01-34-53M
9’’T x 8”W

01-34-53L
11’’T x 10”W

MUSTARD BANDED

01-08-120M
5’’T x 12”W

01-08-120L
6’’T x 15”W

01-10-120M 01-10-120L
6.5”T x 11”W 7”T x 13”W

01-73-120L
12’’T x 7”W

01-12-120M
13’’T x 7”W

01-12-120L
16’’T x 9”W

01-22-120M 01-22-120L
9’’T x 10.5”W 11’’T x 12”W

01-34-120M
9’’T x 8”W

01-34-120L
11’’T x 10”W

01-73-120M
10.5’’T x 6”W

MOSS BANDED

low bowl
01-08-121M
5’’T x 12”W

01-08-121L
6’’T x 15”W

teardrop
01-73-121M
10.5’’T x 6”W

01-73-121L
12’’T x 7”W

low oval
01-10-121M 01-10-121L
6.5”T x 11”W 7”T x 13”W

01-22-121M 01-22-121L
9’’T x 10.5”W 11’’T x 12”W

01-12-121M
13’’T x 7”W

01-12-121L
16’’T x 9”W

barrel
01-34-121M
9’’T x 8”W

01-34-121L
11’’T x 10”W

C O N T A C T

U S

www.siemonandsalazar.com
info@siemonandsalazar.com
p 888 578 9504 f 714 641 6616
3501 w. segerstrom avenue
santa ana, california 92704

